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A B S T R A C T

This work is part of an ongoing study, creatively named the ‘‘LowWind Project’’ (Madsen et al., 2020), whose
goal is to investigate at what price point a hypothetical 3.4 MW 100 W/m2 low wind (LW) turbine with a hub
height of 127.5 m, a rotor diameter of 208 m, and a cut-out wind speed of 13 m/s becomes competitive in
Northern and Central Europe’s energy system, as well as what impact the introduction of this technology has on
the system. Similarly, the impact system flexibility has on LW investment is also analysed by limiting future
transmission investment. Furthermore, this paper also analyses the amount of revenue this LW technology
could generate compared to conventional turbines to further investigate the business case for this technology.
The main finding here is that this LW technology begins to see investment at a 45% price increase over a
conventional onshore wind turbine with an equal hub height (127.5 m) and a smaller rotor diameter (142 m
vs 208 m). The addition of LW technology also leads to a reduction in transmission investment, and similarly,
reductions in transmission capacity lead to further investment in LW technology. Lastly, it is shown that in
the future Northern and Central European energy system, in wind dominated areas such as Denmark, this
LW technology could generate revenues that are more than double that of conventional turbines (per MW),
making the case that this technology could be a worthy endeavor.
1. Introduction

In December 2019, the European Commission (EC) announced a
European Green Deal, whose goal is to make Europe the first climate-
neutral continent [1]. Later on March 4th, 2020, as part of the Eu-
ropean Green Deal, the EC proposed the first European Climate Law,
whose purpose is to put the 2050 climate-neutrality target into law [2].
With this in mind, it appears ever more likely that the European energy
system will continue to decarbonize, leading to increasing investments
in wind and solar technologies. However, there are a number of prob-
lems that arise when variable renewable energy (VRE) technologies
hold large shares of a system’s energy mix. Two of these problems are
the increased need for grid flexibility (which can be expensive [3]) and
the ‘self-cannibalization’ effect, which occurs due to the zero marginal
cost of solar and wind technology [4], where during hours of high VRE
generation, electricity prices are near-zero, causing VRE generation to
produce little revenue during, for example, very sunny and/or windy
periods. Left unsolved, these two problems can slow down the climate-
neutral transition, and at worst could stop it in its tracks, as wind and

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: phisw@dtu.dk (P. Swisher).

solar plants could struggle to generate revenue while also increasing
costs to the system.

1.1. Motivation

One solution that could both reduce the need for flexibility and
alleviate this ‘self-cannibalization’ effect is low wind (LW) turbine
technology, which generates electricity during a significantly larger
portion of the year than conventional turbines, leading to a reduced
need for flexibility (due to fewer hours of high net load) as well as
renewable generation during periods where other wind turbines are not
generating (which counters self-cannibalization) [5]. To be clear, what
is meant here by ‘‘LW technology’’ is not merely wind turbines with low
specific power, rather it refers to the wind turbine described here [6],
where both specific power and cut-out wind speed (WS) are uniquely
low. This low cut-out WS is particularly important, as it helps solve the
aforementioned problems by not producing during high wind events
while at the same time reducing costs as it allows the turbine blades
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Nomenclature

𝐴𝐸𝑃 Annual energy production
𝐵𝐸𝑉 Battery electric vehicle
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐸𝑥 Capital expenditure (i.e. upfront cost)
𝐶𝐹 Capacity factor: 𝐹𝐿𝐻

8760 ⋅ 100 [%]
𝐶𝐻𝑃 Combined heat and power plant
𝐸𝑉 Electric vehicle
𝐹𝐿𝐻 Full-load hours: 𝐴𝐸𝑃

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 [h]
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 Levelized cost of electricity 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑃 𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
[e/MWh]

𝐿𝑊 Low wind
𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥 Operational expenditure (i.e. annual opera-

tion and maintenance costs)
𝑂&𝑀 Operation and maintenance costs
𝑃𝑉 Photovoltaics
𝑅𝐺 Resource grade
𝑊𝑆 Wind speed
𝑉 𝑅𝐸 Variable renewable energy
𝑆𝑃 Specific power: Relation between rated

power and swept area: 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 [W/m2]

to be lighter (since it does not need to be able to operate above wind
speeds of 13 m/s).

While the main advantage of such technology is that it generates
significant amounts of electricity at low wind speeds, it comes at a
cost. In order to extract more power from lower wind speeds, the rotor
of the turbine needs to increase in size while keeping the rated power
constant. This ratio of power and rotor size is often expressed as specific
power (SP), which is expressed below [7]:
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑝𝑡 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

[W/m2]

n order to extract more power from lower wind speeds, specific
ower needs to be lowered. The reasoning behind this can be seen
n the simple equation below showing that the power in the wind is
roportional to the rotor area and WS [8].

𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ≈ 1
2
𝜌𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑉

3
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑

In order to produce more wind power (𝑃𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑) at lower WS (𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑), the
rea of the rotor (𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟) needs to be increased. The increased rotor size
nd thus decreased SP will lead to an increased cost of the turbine, as
he blades of the turbine need to increase in length and the mechanical
oad levels on the different components will increase, all the while
aintaining the same power capacity.

While the benefits of LW technology could be dramatic, there will
lways be a point where the costs outweigh the benefits. This is the key
ubject in an ongoing LW project [6], which the work presented in this
aper is a part of. In the LW project, there is parallel work exploring this
W technology and turbine concept which could be quite different from
onventional wind turbine technology. To accelerate this LW turbine
oncept exploration, the target SP was set to a very low 100 W/m2. So
ar, a 3.4 MW LW reference turbine with a 208 m rotor diameter has
een developed and presented [6]. A unique feature of this turbine is a
ery low cut-out speed of 13 m/s. The reasoning behind this is twofold;
1) not to contribute to excess wind production at high wind speeds and
2) reduce load and thus cost of the turbine by avoiding operation at
igh wind speeds.

This paper attempts to identify at what price point the above 3.4
W 100 W/m2 LW turbine would become competitive, as well as

nvestigate how energy system flexibility impacts that price point. Iden-
ifying this price point could help wind turbine developers determine
2

hether or not LW technology, such as the 3.4 MW 100 W/m2 LW
urbine modelled in this paper, is a viable endeavor. In addition, the
otential for LW technology reducing the need for increased system
lexibility is analysed, as well as the potential for increased revenue due
o both higher capacity factor and generation during low wind speeds
hen electricity prices can be higher.

.2. Literature review and contribution

Over the past decade, there has been a clear trend in wind turbine
echnology, which is that SP is falling while hub heights and capacity
actors (CF) are increasing, shown in these technical reports [7,9]. That
eing said, the average SP of new wind turbine installations in 2016 in
orthern Europe was still around 300 W/m2 [10].

Andrew Mills and Ryan Wiser from Lawrence Berkeley National
aboratory have done a number of studies on the economic value of
ind, looking into different strategies to increase economic value of
ind (and other VRE) at higher VRE penetration rates, such as varying
eographic location, real-time pricing, and technology diversity [11–
4]. Other studies have shown that lowering the specific power of wind
urbines can both increase their market value and reduce costs on the
ystem, since they produce energy at times other wind turbines do
ot, making them ‘‘system-friendly’’ turbines [15–17]. In many of these
tudies, the term wind value factor is used to describe the phenomenon
here increasing wind penetration leads to lower electricity prices dur-

ng high wind ours, whereas in this paper electricity price is compared
o either wind speed or wind capacity factor to describe it.

There have also been studies that have looked specifically at how
ow specific power turbines compare to conventional turbines using the
almorel energy system model (which is used in this paper as well),
ith the turbines modelled having specific powers (W/m2) of 400,

325, 300, 250, 200, and 175 [5,18]. In these specific Balmorel studies,
low SP turbines have been modelled in competition with other energy
technologies, but not competing against other wind turbine models.
What all these studies show is that low SP turbines can increase the
value of wind, better utilize the transmission system, lower forecast
error, and could lead to cheaper financing (due to having higher P99
and P50 than traditional turbines) [14]. These studies have similar
methodologies, where they either implement fixed amounts of lower
SP turbines into their models and analysing the changes, or they
analyse the marginal addition of low SP turbines and compare them
to the marginal addition of traditional turbines. In addition, there is
no sensitivity analysis on the CapEx of these low SP turbines, with one
exception being the recent work from Mills et al. [14], which conducts
a sensitivity analysis with low SP turbine price markups of 16% and
32% over traditional turbines.

However, this paper takes a different approach to analysing LW
technology compared to previous studies, where here LW technology
is being modelled endogenously, in competition with conventional
turbines (and all other generation technologies), and analysed at more
price points. In addition, the impact of the energy system flexibility
on LW technology is also being investigated (not just the other way
around). Furthermore, this study models further into the future than
previous studies, and observes expected revenues of wind technologies
in the future electricity market of Northern and Central Europe. Lastly,
the LW technology being modelled here has a low cut-out WS of 13 m/s,
which is unique to this study and is compared to an identical turbine
with a more conventional cut-out WS of 25 m/s. This comparison is
done to analyse the opportunity cost of reducing the cut-out WS.

2. Methodology

This section describes the LW technology in question as well as the
methodologies applied in terms of wake modelling for obtaining plant-
level power curves, the CorRES model for simulating VRE generation
time series, and the energy Balmorel system model.
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Table 1
IEA 3.4 MW reference onshore turbine vs LW-13 [6].

IEA 3.4 MW [21] LW-13 [6]

Power rating 3.4 MW
Wind regime IEC Class 3A IEC Class 3B
Control Variable speed collective pitch
Cut-in WS 4 m/s 2 m/s
Cut-out WS 25 m/s 13 m/s
Rated WS 9.8 m/s 8 m/s
Rotor Dia 130 m 208 m
Hub height 110 m 127.5 m
Drivetrain Medium speed, Multiple-stage gearbox
Min rotor speed 3.8 rpm 1.92 rpm
Max rotor speed 11.75 rpm 7.3 rpm
Max tip speed 80 m/s 80 m/s
Blade length 63 m 102 m
Blade mass 16,441 kg 31,652 kg
Specific power 256 W/m2 100 W/m2

AEPa (V=6.5, k=2.4) 11.754 GWh 17.131 GWh

aAnnual energy production.

2.1. The 100 W/m2 LowWind turbine

The LW technology used in this paper is truly unique, both in
erms of how low the SP is (100 W/m2) and in terms of low cut-
ut WS of 13 m/s. The reason a 13 m/s cut-out WS was chosen is
ecause conventional turbines reach their rated power around that
S, and one of the main purposes of the LW-13 is to avoid adding

o overgeneration during high wind hours. By turning off while the
onventional turbines in the system reach their rated power, the LW-
3 does not add to the magnitude of overgeneration. The impact that
oth of these specifications have cannot be understated. In Table 1, the
ifference between a conventional turbine and the LW turbine (named
W-13) is shown. While the calculated blade mass of the LW-13 is
lmost double the blade mass of the IEA 3.4 MW at 31.6 t, it is very
ight for a 102 m blade. For comparison, a 100 m blade developed
rom Sandia National Laboratories has a blade mass of 50 t based on
stimates found in [19]. This could mean that the LW-13 could have
blade mass that is up to 33% lighter than a conventional turbine of

he same rotor diameter, which could lead to significant cost decreases.
or example, for onshore turbines, the blades alone make up roughly
8%–19% of the total cost of a turbine, meaning a 33% drop in material
osts of the blade could lead to significant savings [20]. Furthermore,
he mass of the blades likely has an impact of the cost of the rest of
he turbine, meaning there could be savings in the nacelle and tower
s well.

.2. Wake modelling

Detailed wake modelling is carried out in order to include realistic
ake losses in the plant performance of the different turbines. Refer-
nce wind plant layouts are designed for each turbine studied, all the
eference plants have approximately the same rated power (51 MW)
nd the same land use in order to keep the land costs constant in
he different market simulations (land use diameter constraint of 3.37
m); this means that the number of turbines and the turbine spacing
s different in each reference plant, but the power density remains
he same (5.6 MW/km2), enabling fair comparison between turbines.
owever, this equal power density assumption leads to higher wake

osses for the turbines with larger rotor diameters, as they are spaced
ewer rotor diameters apart.

Wake modelling is performed using 𝜅-𝜖-𝑓𝑝 actuator disk computa-
ional fluid dynamics (CFD) wake model [22], with a generic plant
ayout designed for each turbine technology as described in the pre-
ious paragraph. The wake model is executed for wind speeds between
–12 [m/s] for varying wind directions in 5 degrees steps, a neutral
oundary layer wind speed profile with turbulence intensity of 10% at
3

(

ub height is used as the inflow conditions. Since the plants will be
ited all over Europe, the plant power curve is obtained by taking the
owest 25% quantile power over the wind directions, this provides a
onservative estimation of wake losses independently of the wind rose
n each location in Europe.

.3. VRE time series generation using CorRES

VRE time series are generated using the CorRES model [23]. Cor-
ES is based on tens of years of pan-European meteorological data,
ith both the spatial and temporal correlations in VRE generation
odelled [24,25]. The plant-level power curves resulting from wake
odelling are used to transform wind speeds obtained at hub height

o generation data. Hourly resolution is used for the simulation output,
009 to 2019 simulated. The weather modelling over all Europe is done
ith WRF downscaling of the ERA-Interim reanalysis, which produces
wind speed time-series in each location in Europe within 10 × 10 km

t multiple heights [23,24]. The plant-level power curves are applied
sing this hourly weather data, using interpolation to hub height at
ach plant location. In order to create accurate wind generation time
eries for each region in the energy system, 18,776 evenly spaced loca-
ions across Northern Europe were used, and each turbine technology
eight in total) was evaluated at each location. All locations in each
egion were then aggregated into resource grades, described in the next
ubsection.

.4. Hourly wind farm aggregation via resource grades

Each region was then split into three resource grades to model the
hanging CFs when more and more wind is installed in a region. Each
egion in the model is split into three onshore wind areas, resource
rade A (RG A), resource grade B (RG B), and resource grade C (RG
). RG A considers the top 10% of locations with highest mean wind
peeds. RG B considers the locations with 10% to 50% highest mean
ind speeds, and RG C considers the lowest mean wind speed locations

bottom 50%). Each wind technology is considered for each RG, so in
he end 8 × 3 time series are extracted from CorRES for each region,
nd then used as inputs to the energy system model. Maps of these
esource grades can be found in Appendix A.

.5. Energy system modelling using balmorel

To model Northern and Central Europe’s energy system, the Bal-
orel energy system model was used. Balmorel is a partial equilibrium
odel, which assumes perfect competition, that is used to analyse the
eat and power sector [26]. It is an open source tool that is built in
he GAMS modelling language [27]. In this study, Balmorel is used
o optimize Northern and Central Europe’s energy systems (electricity,
eat, and transport) from a socioeconomic perspective by minimizing
he total cost of the system over all years, subject to a large number of
onstraints including but not limited to generation constraints, storage
onstraints, transmission constraints, and environmental constraints.
almorel is often used to optimize future capacity development (at

imited time resolutions [28]) as well as more detailed day-ahead
imulations [29]. In this paper, a capacity development optimization
as run with a 10-year rolling horizon with limited foresight of two
ears, meaning the model has knowledge of the current year it is
ptimizing and the next year it is optimizing. For example in the 2025
ptimization, the model knows the costs of generation technologies for
025 and 2035, but not 2045. Lastly, perfect competition is assumed
hroughout the model.

Before starting the capacity development optimization, all time-
eries data is scaled to ensure the data in the hours chosen are a good
epresentation of the entire data set using a probability integral trans-
ormation to match the probability distributions of the full year of data
described in detail here [30]. This is done because only 408 h (4.7%
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Fig. 1. Visual representation of the methodology used in this study.

of the year) across the year optimized in this run for computational
tractability. The investment results from this run become inputs to a
higher time resolution long-term operational decision optimization run,
where storage and planned maintenance are optimized and every 4th
hour of the year is run (25% of the year). The storage and dispatch
results (and the investment results from the first run) are inputted to a
day-ahead market optimization run, where every hour of the year. The
capacity development optimization and long-term operational decision
optimization are run with perfect foresight of the time steps included,
whereas the day-ahead market optimization simulates the operation
of the day-ahead market, and hence, it is run day-by-day, linking the
results from the previous day to the next day.

This section describes the LW technology in question as well as
the methodologies applied in terms of wake modelling for obtaining
plant-level power curves, the CorRES model for simulating VRE gen-
eration time series, and the Balmorel energy system model. A visual
representation of the methodology used in this paper can be seen in
Fig. 1.

3. Input data for energy system model

In order to model Northern and Central Europe’s energy system,
a large number of inputs are added to the Balmorel energy system
model. These inputs include the cost of energy technologies, CO2 taxes,
fuel prices, future energy demand, and fuel potentials. All cost inputs
4

Table 2
System-wide annual electricity demand (TWh)

Year 2025 2035 2045

Exogenous demand 1,345 1,057 1,118
EV demand 34 318 870
Synthetic fuel demand 0 290 770
Electricity-to-heat 664 823 887

Total demand 2043 2488 3645

Table 3
CO2 price in all countries [32].

Year 2025 2035 2045

e/tCO2 29.72 90.19 120.25

presented in this paper are in 2012 euros, and the outputs of the model
are in 2016 euros. An overview of the model and data used in this
paper can be found here [31], although a few updates have been made
for the purpose this paper, the main addition being the addition of six
conventional onshore wind turbines and the LW turbines. Other data
updates include energy efficiency assumptions and updated national
onshore wind potentials.

It is worth mentioning that it has been assumed that Northern and
Central Europe’s energy system will be heavily decarbonized by 2050,
with all road transport, shipping, and aviation being electrified by
2050. Likewise, nearly all heat demand is also electrified by 2050,
which occurs endogenously. The impact these assumptions have on
electricity demand can be seen in Table 2. Together, these inputs result
in a large increase to electricity demand in the future and a sector
coupled energy system that has many measures of cheap flexibility,
such as flexible demand from synthetic fuel production, and heat
storage in both district heating areas, industry, and residential heating
areas. Furthermore, high CO2 taxes are assumed to take effect in the
future (seen in Table 3), which signals the model to invest more in
VRE generation. More details regarding input data can be found in
Appendix A.

It is also worth mentioning that, although future synthetic fuel
demand is present in the model (assuming all shipping and aviation
will be powered by synthetic fuel), the model used here does not allow
for hydrogen storage investment, simply because in prior uses of the
model there was no hydrogen storage investment, thus it was removed
to decrease complexity of the model. A more detailed explanation can
be found in Appendix A.

3.1. Turbine types, hub heights, and costs

A selection of traditional turbine types were added to the model
to create realistic competition for the LW-13. An overview of them is
given in Table 4. The three types cover specific powers from 198 to
335 W/m2, which is assumed to represent the selection of turbine types
usually considered in Europe. Two hub heights, 100 m and 150 m, are
considered for each rotor to reach six traditional wind technologies in
total. For the LW turbines, a hub height of 127.5 m is used as this is the
hub height of the LW turbine described in [6]. It should be noted that
even with this modest tower height of the LW turbine, the maximum
tip height is 231.5 m, due to the extremely long blades (102 m blade
length), is above the maximum tip height of 221 m of the conventional
SP198-HH150 turbine. The number of turbines and minimum spacing
in rotor diameters of the final plant are also presented in Table 4.

Along with the time series information generated from CorRES,
the costs of each new turbine must also be added. To calculate the
CapEx of each turbine, NREL’s Wind-Plant Integrated System Design
& Engineering Model (WISDEM) was used. WISDEM is an open-source
model built on NASA’s OpenMDAO software, that creates a vertically

integrated wind plant from components to operations [33,34]. For
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Table 4
Onshore wind farms modelled in Balmorel.
Turbine name Rated power Rotor diam. Specific power Hub height Turbine number Min. turbine spacing
(Units) (MW) (m) (W/m2) (m) (turbines) (rotor dia.)

SP335-HH100 3.60 117 335 100 14 7.48
SP335-HH150 3.60 117 335 150 14 7.48
SP277-HH100 3.45 126 277 100 15 6.61
SP277-HH150 3.45 126 277 150 15 6.61
SP198-HH100 3.15 142 198 100 16 5.92
SP198-HH150 3.15 142 198 150 16 5.92
LW-13 3.4 208 100 127.5 15 3.9
Table 5
Wind turbine CapEx in each decade (Me/MW).

Turbine 2025 2035 2045

SP335-HH100 1.14 1.03 0.95
SP335-HH150 1.49 1.34 1.23
SP277-HH100 1.25 1.12 1.03
SP277-HH150 1.60 1.44 1.33
SP198-HH100 1.52 1.37 1.26
SP198-HH150 1.91 1.72 1.58
SP198-HH127.5a 1.71 1.54 1.42
LW-13b 2.19–2.57 1.97–2.32 1.82–2.13

aThis turbine is only used as a cost reference; it is not an investment option in the
model.
bLW CapEx numbers have a range because they are part of the sensitivity analysis
conducted in this paper.

this paper, the Turbine_CostsSE module within WISDEM was used to
calculate the cost of each conventional wind turbine in this model.
Given a hub height, rotor diameter, and power rating, this module can
estimate the CapEx of each wind turbine. With the given turbine CapEx,
the balance of system (BOS) costs and financing costs were estimated
using assumptions from [20], where onshore turbines make up 68.8%
of the total CapEx of an onshore wind farm. The equation below
describes how CapEx was calculated for the conventional turbines.

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑚 =
𝑇 𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐸𝑥 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑊 𝐼𝑆𝐷𝐸𝑀

68.8%
Using this equation, a realistic cost spread is generation between

the six convention turbines. However, since all other technology costs
in the model come from the Danish Energy Agency’s (DEA) technology
catalogue [35], the results from WISDEM’s Turbine_CostsSE module,
which considers the US market by default, were scaled such that they
are aligned with the onshore wind cost data from DEA for the turbine
type best comparable between the WISDEM and DEA data. This scaling
resulted in multiplying the results from WISDEM by a factor of 1.296.
Furthermore, OpEx costs (both fixed and variable) are the same for each
turbine and come from [35], and can be found in Appendix A. The full
CapEx results are shown in Table 5. It is assumed future onshore wind
CapEx/MW will decrease by 10% between 2025 to 2035, and 8%
between 2035 and 2045 [36].

3.2. Plant-level power curves

Wake modelling is applied to obtain plant-level power curves for
each conventional turbine and for the two LW turbines. The 5.61
MW/km2 is kept constant for all the plants for each turbine technology
to reach the same area usage per MW installed. This means that the
LW technology modelled in this paper has a tighter turbine spacing to
enable a fair comparison to the other turbines in terms of land cost per
MW installed. Note that turbine spacing can be seen in the last column
of Table 4 (spacing is given in rotor diameters), a variable which has a
large impact on the predicted wake losses. Although this process does
not represent optimized plant layouts for a given location, it provides
simple comparison of the technologies as they have the same land use
cost. The resulting plant-level power curves are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Turbine-level power curves and resulting plant-level traditional and LW power
curves (shutdown not considered).

Modelling turbine spacing in this way leads to two competing effects
impacting the performance of the different turbine technologies within
a plant: (a) lowering specific power increases the power curve, while
(b) lowering turbine spacing increases wake losses. This can be seen in
the plant power curve comparison in Fig. 2

As expected, the turbines with lower specific power have higher
generation at lower wind speeds. The wake losses are slightly larger
for plants that use lower specific power turbine, this is caused by the
tighter layouts obtained with larger rotors when keeping the land use
constraint.

3.3. The LW-13 and LW-25 turbines

The two studied low wind types, LW-13 and LW-25, differ in terms
of the cut-out WS. As shown in Fig. 3, the LW-13 starts to reduce
generation after 12 m/s up to 15 m/s, in order to have a controlled
shutdown that will reduce the generation ramp rates from full-power
shutdown, with zero production reached at around 16 m/s, whereas the
LW-25 experiences shutdown at around the usual 25 m/s cut-off limit.
Note that the shutdown is simulated with a hysteresis model presented
in [37], in Fig. 3 the dotted lines represent the restart curve, while the
actual shutdown operation will depend of the temporal changes in WS.

CorRES simulation results for LW-13 and LW-25 are shown in Fig. 4
for a high wind region. The years 2000 to 2018 are simulated on
hourly resolution. It can be seen that in this region, the LW-13 shows
significantly lower CF than LW-25. For a low wind region, as shown
in Fig. 5, however, the LW-13 shows a similar CF to the LW-25. This
highlights the importance of modelling the different technologies in
detail for different regions and RGs.

4. Analysed energy system scenarios

To reiterate, two of the main purposes of this paper are to analyse
at what relative price point the 100 W/m2 LW turbine would become
competitive relative to conventional turbines as well as how energy
system flexibility impacts said price point. For this reason, the 10
scenarios shown in Table 6 were analysed, where both LW CapEx
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Fig. 3. The LW-13 (purple) and LW-25 (blue) plant power curves, the dotted lines are
the restart curve.

Fig. 4. Regional simulation results for LW-13 and LW-25 in resource grade A in
Denmark west.

and energy system flexibility were changed in order to examine at
what price point the LW turbine sees investment, how LW investment
impacts the energy system, and how decreasing system flexibility (via
lowering transmission capacity) impacts LW investment.

In addition to these scenarios, two versions of the LW turbine are
analysed in this paper, the LW-13 (with a cut-out speed of 13 m/s),
and the LW-25 (with a cut-out speed of 25 m/s), to study the impact of
two different cut-out limits on the competitiveness of the LW turbine.
Besides the different cut-out WS, the two turbines are identical physi-
cally and financially. These two LW types are each analysed in the 10
scenarios shown in Table 6. The purpose of including the LW-25 is to
measure the opportunity cost of the LW-13’s low cut-out WS.

Five price points are modelled in order to analyse at what price
point the LW-13 becomes competitive. These price points have been
6

Fig. 5. Regional simulation results for LW-13 and LW-25 in resource grade C in
Germany south.

chosen relative to a reference conventional turbine with the same
hub height (127.5 m) as the LW-13, and a smaller rotor (142 m vs
208 m). Using the same naming scheme used for the other conventional
turbines, this reference turbine’s name is SP198-HH127.5. The costs
for this turbine can be seen in Table 5. The price points modelled for
the LW-13 are between a +28% and +50% price increase over this
reference turbine. The specific price increase points were chosen based
on preliminary models runs, where price increases below +28% lead
to near 100% LW-13 market share (resulting in a reasonable lower
bound), and price increases above 50% lead to no LW-13 investment
(resulting in a reasonable upper bound).

In these scenarios, two different energy system scenarios were mod-
elled, one named BASE and one named NoTrans. The only difference
between the two scenarios is that in NoTrans, endogenous transmission
capacity investment is disallowed, whereas in the BASE scenario, en-
dogenous transmission investment is allowed. The purpose of modelling
these two scenarios is to investigate the impact system flexibility (in
this case transmission capacity) has on LW investment. More infor-
mation about the energy system model assumptions can be found in
Appendix A.

5. Energy system model results

This section summarizes the findings of this paper. There are a
number of key observations, which include finding the price point at
which the LW turbines become competitive, examining the impacts
the introduction of the LW turbine technology has on the system, and
inspecting how the level of the energy system’s flexibility impacts the
investment in LW turbines. Furthermore, a detailed investigation of
potential wind farm revenue in both Western Denmark and Southern
Germany is analysed.
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Table 6
Price sensitivity overview in 2025.
Scenario name Endogenous

transmission
investment?

LW-13/LW-25
CapEx in 2025
(Me/MW)

LW-13/LW-25
CapEx in 2035
(Me/MW)

LW-13/LW-25
CapEx in 2045
(Me/MW)

BASE (+28%) YES 2.19 1.97 1.82
BASE (+34%) YES 2.29 2.06 1.89
BASE (+39%) YES 2.38 2.14 1.97
BASE (+45%) YES 2.48 2.23 2.05
BASE (+50%) YES 2.57 2.32 2.13
NoTrans (+28%) NO 2.19 1.97 1.82
NoTrans (+34%) NO 2.29 2.06 1.89
NoTrans (+39%) NO 2.38 2.14 1.97
NoTrans (+45%) NO 2.48 2.23 2.05
NoTrans (+50%) NO 2.57 2.32 2.13
Fig. 6. Cumulative onshore turbine capacity mix in BASE scenarios in 2045 (13 m/s
cut-out).

5.1. Price point investigation

In this section, LW-13/LW-25 price is shown in percentages, and
reflects the CapEx of the LW turbines in each scenario relative to the
SP198-HH127.5 reference turbine, whose costs can be seen in Table 5.
The actual cost of the LW turbines in each scenario can be seen in
Table 6. Such comparison can help turbine manufacturers in knowing
how much more expensive the LW technology can be compared to
currently available turbines that are meant for low wind sites.

Fig. 6 shows cumulative LW-13 investment vs cumulative conven-
tional turbine investment in the BASE scenario, in each resource grade,
at each price sensitivity (+28% to +50%) by 2045. What is meant by
‘‘conventional turbine’’ in these figures is the onshore turbines shown in
Table 4, excluding the LW-13 (they are the turbines that were added to
the model to create a fair competition for the LW-13). To be clear, the
SP198-HH127.5 is not in the model, it is merely used as a cost reference
for the LW-13, since it has the same hub height as the LW-13. In
the figures in this subsection, the solid colours represent conventional
turbine capacity, and the patterned colours represent LW capacity. In
the BASE scenario, the LW-13 begins to see investment in the +45%
price scenario (33 GW), however it becomes truly disruptive in the
+39% price scenario (133 GW), where nearly half of all investments
in RG B and RG C are in LW-13. What is meant by disruptive is simply
seeing over 100 GW of investment. When the cut-out WS is increased
to 25 m/s in the LW-25, which can be seen in Fig. 7, LW technology
becomes disruptive in the +45% price scenario. This finding shows that
there is value in extending the LW-13’s cut-out speed to 25 m/s. Since
7

Fig. 7. Cumulative onshore turbine capacity mix in BASE scenarios in 2045 (25 m/s
cut-out).

the LW-25 in the +45% scenario saw similar investment levels as the
LW-13 did in the +39% scenario, there is an indication that the cut-off
WS increase could be worth an increase in CapEx of 5% (0.12 Me/MW
in 2025). Analysis of wind farm revenue can be found towards the end
of this section, which will add to this analysis of cut-out wind speeds.

Another interesting observation, which can be seen in Fig. 8, is
that when the energy system becomes less flexible through disallowing
endogenous transmission investment, the LW-13 sees investment in the
+50% scenario, and becomes disruptive in the +45% price scenario.
This shows that flexibility of the energy system has a significant impact
on LW technology’s value to the system.

The conclusion here is that, from an system cost minimization
perspective, the LW-13 provides enough value to the system to garner
a CapEx that is at the price levels of the +45% price scenario (2.48
Me/MW in 2025), whose cost is shown in Table 5. To reiterate,
investments shown in this section are cumulative through 2045, so the
cost/MW of each turbine changes in each decade, and therefore relative
costs are used to describe LW turbine costs.

5.2. LW-13’s impact on the system

The impact LW technology has on the system can be seen in a
number of ways. One argument for introducing more LW turbines
into the energy system is that they are more ‘‘system friendly’’ than
traditional turbines, meaning they are cheaper to integrate since they
have higher capacity factor [15]. This should lead to a lower need
for flexibility in theory, as there are fewer hours of high net load
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Fig. 8. Cumulative onshore turbine capacity mix in NoTrans scenarios in 2045 (13 m/s
cut-out).

Fig. 9. Cumulative transmission investment in BASE scenario as LW-13 price increase
changes.

(𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝑉 𝑅𝐸 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). This lower need for
flexibility can also be seen in the model’s results. Looking at Fig. 9,
as the LW-13 becomes cheaper in the BASE scenario (left side of the
figure), thereby increasing the amount of LW investment, the amount
of endogenous transmission investment falls, measured in TWkm. What
can be seen by comparing the BASE (+28%) scenario to the BASE
(+50%) scenario is that adding 286 GW of LW-13 to the system by 2045
leads to a reduction of transmission investment by 22 TWkm (a 15%
reduction). For reference, there is 50 TWkm already in the system in
2020. This shows that as more LW turbines are in the energy system and
onshore wind CF increases, the amount of transmission capacity needed
falls. It falls because during hours of low VRE generation (when the
energy system needs to utilize the transmission the most), there is much
more generation from LW turbines than there would be otherwise from
conventional turbines, reducing the amount of additional imported
MWh needed in low VRE generation areas. In addition, increasing
onshore wind CF leads to higher transmission utilization, which also
leads to less transmission investment.

The introduction of LW technology also changes investment in other
generation technologies. Fig. 10 shows that when LW technology is
8

Fig. 10. Change in cumulative generation investment in the BASE scenarios relative
to BASE (+50%), which has no LW investment.

cheap (left side of the figure), it replaces generation from offshore
wind (−42 GW), solar (−38 GW), and natural gas CHP (−17 GW).
What is interesting here is that the amount of onshore wind capacity
remains the same in the different price scenarios (only the onshore
wind technology mix changes), because onshore wind capacity limits
are met in the regions with high demand electricity demand. However,
up to 80 GW of other VRE generation is avoided by 2045 as LW
investment increases. There is also a shift from natural gas fired CHP
plants to natural gas fired boilers, occurring due to less district heating
expansion when more LW technology is in the system, which is caused
by a lower need for flexibility (which DH systems can provide).

Where LW technology is being installed is another relevant finding.
In Fig. 11 it can be seen that most investment occurs in Germany
and Poland. In general, LW is invested in the regions with lower wind
speeds, e.g. Denmark and the UK do not see any LW investments while
Germany and Poland see large investment. What is also interesting
is the amount of LW-13 investment seen in Lithuania in 2045 (10.7
GW), which is substantial when compared the country’s total electricity
generation capacity (22.2 GW in 2045). There is one outlier in Fig. 11,
which is Poland. What is happening here is the model decided to
build 22% of the synthetic fuel production in Poland, and another
14% in the Baltic counties by 2045. This large demand (270 TWh in
2045) in Poland and the Baltics lead to large onshore investment in
these countries. This makes sense because onshore wind is the cheapest
form of clean energy, and both Poland and the Baltic states have
lower population density than Central Europe, meaning there is less
exogenous energy demand and plenty of space for wind farms. It is also
interesting to point out that there is little LW investment in 2025. The
large amount of investment in later decades is primarily due to higher
electricity demand as well as higher carbon taxes.

5.3. Impacts of limiting transmission investment

Another goal of this paper is to examine how grid flexibility (namely
eliminating endogenous transmission investment) impacts LW turbine
investment. While we have already seen how it impacts turbine market
share in 2045, we have not looked at how system flexibility impacts
other years, nor its impact on installed capacity of wind. From Fig. 12,
we can see how the various system scenarios impact wind technology
investment. One takeaway is that, in the NoTrans scenario, there is
much more investment in LW than in the BASE. It also leads to earlier
investment in LW technology, already seeing significant investment in
2025. These results are significant because they provide evidence that
LW technology is more valuable in energy systems with less flexibility,
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Fig. 11. Cumulative LW-13 investment in BASE scenario at 39% price increase.

Fig. 12. Cumulative wind technology investment at 39% price increase in both grid
scenarios.

and also indicate that there could be an earlier market opportunity as
today’s system is much less flexible than the system modelled in this
paper.

5.4. Hourly analysis

In this section, the results from higher time resolution model runs
are investigated. The analysis here looks at how LW technology influ-
ences electricity prices as well as how much revenue LW technology
could make compared to traditional turbines. In order to conduct this
analysis, further model runs were performed with the results from
the capacity optimization discussed earlier in this section as inputs,
allowing for higher time resolution.

There are a number of takeaways from the price duration curve
of the BASE (+50%) scenario (with no LW technology investment),
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Fig. 13. Price duration curve in BASE (+50%) scenario.

which can be seen in Fig. 13. As we get closer to 2050, there are more
and more hours of near-zero electricity prices as well as an increase
in both hours of high electricity price and price range. This is caused
by increasing amounts of zero marginal cost renewable energy in the
system that is installed due to increasing electricity demand and carbon
taxes. The near zero prices usually occur when all electricity demand
is covered by wind and solar. What often happens during these hours
is overgeneration, where wind and solar farm curtailment occurs due
to electricity generation being higher than electricity demand. Since
the highest marginal cost generator sets the price, and all generation is
met by zero marginal cost VRE generation, electricity prices fall to zero
more often as VRE share increases. This graphic also shows the ‘‘self-
cannibalization’’ effect mentioned in the introduction of this paper,
showing that in 2045, during 1/3 of all hours, electricity price is near
zero.

Now that a baseline has been established for each decade, we can
look at how increasing amounts of LW technology impact electricity
prices, specifically in 2045. Additionally, it is relevant to also observe
how limiting transmission investment impacts future electricity prices.
The impact of both the introduction of LW technology and limiting
transmission investment can be seen in Fig. 14, which shows the price
duration curve in 2045, both as LW investment varies (by varying
the price of LW from +28% to +50%) as well as when endogenous
transmission investment is disallowed (in the NoTrans scenario). The
electricity prices in both Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 are aggregated electricity
prices, weighted by electricity demand of each region in 2045. For
example France has a much higher impact on the aggregated electricity
price than Estonia, since France has a much higher electricity demand.

What can be seen in Fig. 14 is that higher levels of LW investment
(remember, the higher the price increase, the lower the investment)
lead to less hours of very low electricity prices. Specifically, when
comparing the BASE +28% scenario to the BASE +50% scenario, there
are 304 fewer hours of near-zero electricity prices in the +28% price
scenario (near-zero meaning below 5 e/MWh). This make sense, be-
cause with higher levels of LW investment, there are less turbines in
the system that produce energy at high wind speeds (when the system
is saturated by wind energy). In other words, the wind production
becomes more spread out across wind speeds, so that during high wind
events, less areas are producing more electricity than they can use,
leading to less hours with zero-cost electricity and more electricity
being produced at higher prices. More LW-13 investment also lead to
higher average electricity prices, increasing from 33.1 e/MWh in the
BASE (+50%) to 39.8 e/MWh in the BASE (+28%) scenario. The figure
also shows that the number of hours of very high prices increases as
LW investment increases. This occurs because more LW-13 investment
leads to less CHP investment, which means the system relies on peaker
plants during more hours of the year.
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Fig. 14. Price duration curve in 2045 across various scenarios.

Fig. 15. Wind speed vs. electricity price in DK1, in 2045, in the NoTrans (+50%)
scenario.

What Fig. 14 also shows is that when transmission is limited in
the NoTrans scenarios, there is a large drop in hours with high elec-
tricity prices. While this may be counter intuitive, the energy system
optimization invests in more dispatchable generation in the NoTrans
scenario (to make up for the transmission constraints), which leads to
less peaker plant usage. Furthermore, limiting transmission also leads
to a reduction in the amount of near-zero electricity prices, once again
due to more dispatchable generation being needed to meet demand.
This also explains why mean electricity price is higher in the BASE
scenarios than the NoTrans scenarios, as the large decrease in peaker
usage leads to the mean dropping. However, during most of the year,
electricity prices are higher in the NoTrans scenarios. Lastly, in the
NoTrans scenario, the impact from LW technology can also be seen, as
there is a clear decrease in the number of hours of near-zero electricity
prices when comparing NoTrans (+39%) and NoTrans (50%).

Another interesting finding is how correlated electricity price and
WS can become, especially in windier areas. In Figs. 15 and 16, the cor-
relation between WS and electricity price in DK1 (Western Denmark)
and DE4-S (Southern Germany) in 2045 can be seen visually. What
this shows is that in DE4-S, there is no significant correlation between
WS and electricity price (having only a correlation of .04), however in
Western Denmark, there is a correlation of -.47, which is larger than
most regions in the model. This finding is important because it will
help in analysing potential wind farm revenues, which is discussed
later in this subsection. At the same time, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 also
show that extending the cut-out speed to 25 m/s may not be worth
the extra capital cost, at least in DK1, since it appears that electricity
10
Fig. 16. Wind speed vs. electricity price in DE4-S in 2045, in the NoTrans (+50%)
Scenario.

Table 7
Correlation between electricity price and wind speed in DK1 and DE4-S in 2045.

Resource grade NoTrans (+50%) BASE (+50%)

DK1 DE4-S DK1 DE4-S

RG A −0.470 −0.005 −0.352 −0.048
RG B −0.466 0.004 −0.352 −0.038
RG C −0.459 0.011 −0.345 −0.026

price is often near-zero when WS is above 13 m/s. A full table of WS vs
electricity price correlations can be seen in Table B.1 in Appendix A.

Table 7 shows the correlation between electricity price and WS
numerically. The takeaway here is that in areas with high wind pen-
etration (e.g. Denmark), electricity prices could become correlated
with WS. As further results will show, even a seemingly small corre-
lation of -.47 would heavily impact wind farm revenue, specifically
revenue/MWh. Should this occur, it will become a large problem for
wind farms as they will struggle to generate revenue during windy
periods. On the other hand, in areas with lower wind penetration, the
correlation between electricity price and WS is not correlated. In the
NoTrans (+50%) scenario for example, even though DE4-S has more
onshore wind capacity than DK1 and DK2’s combined onshore and
offshore wind capacity (29 GW vs 16 GW), DE4-S has 40 times as much
solar PV capacity (119 GW vs 3). The energy mix of these two regions
can be found in Appendix A. In fact, in Southern Germany, electricity
prices could become correlated with solar PV production, however this
is outside the scope of this paper.

Table 8 shows the revenue/MW, and revenue/MWh that a marginal
addition of each onshore turbine would have in the NoTrans (+50%)
scenario. There are a number of interesting findings that can be drawn
from this table, starting with a look at DK1. What is shown is that
in DK1 in 2045, the LW-13 has a revenue/MWh of 30.5 e, while the
SP335-HH100’s revenue/MWh is only 21 e. Since the SP335-HH100
is similar to turbines installed in Denmark today [35], it is clear that
the LW-13 could provide danish wind farms a large boost in revenue
that would not be captured in a simple LCOE calculation. Another
interesting finding is that when comparing the SP198-HH150 the LW-
13, again in DK1, we can see that the CF between the two is very
close (59% vs 60%), the revenue/MW is quite different (129 kevs 160
ke). This is due to the difference in revenue/MWh, which is caused by
the LW-13 producing much more electricity during periods of higher
electricity prices than the SP198-HH150.

A comparison between the LW-13 and LW-25 can also be made from
observing Table 8. What we can see is that both in Denmark (DK1)
and Southern Germany (DE4-S), the additional energy production the
LW-25 generates due to having a much higher cut-out wind speed
(25 m/s vs 13 m/s) only leads to an increase of revenue/MW of 2.96%
in Denmark and 2.25% in Southern Germany. In Denmark, this small
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Table 8
Potential onshore turbine revenue and CF in the NoTrans (+50%) scenario in 2045.

DK1 | RG A DE4-S | RG C

SP335-HH100
CF 43% 20%
Revenue/MW [e] 79,365 54,347
Revenue/MWh [e] 21.0 30.7

SP335-HH150
CF 49% 27%
Revenue/MW [e] 96,764 74,115
Revenue/MWh [e] 22.5 31.6

SP277-HH100
CF 47% 23%
Revenue/MW [e] 90,164 62,236
Revenue/MWh [e] 21.8 30.9

SP277-HH150
CF 53% 30%
Revenue/MW [e] 108,043 83,016
Revenue/MWh [e] 23.4 31.8

SP198-HH100
CF 54% 29%
Revenue/MW [e] 111,763 78,546
Revenue/MWh [e] 23.7 31.3

SP198-HH150
CF 59% 35%
Revenue/MW [e] 129,025 99,626
Revenue/MWh [e] 25.1 32.1

LW-13
CF 60% 43%
Revenue/MW [e] 159,867 122,523
Revenue/MWh [e] 30.5 32.5

LW-25
CF 68% 44%
Revenue/MW [e] 164,608 125,274
Revenue/MWh [e] 27.7 32.2

increase in revenue is due to electricity prices being near zero during
hours of high winds, whereas in Southern Germany, the small increase
is due to the fact that there are not many hours where wind speeds
exceed 13 m/s.

The main finding here is that the LW-13 technology can outperform
its LCOE compared to other wind technologies, particularly in regions
with high wind penetration. This is because LCOE is based off of life-
time cost and lifetime electricity generation, and it does not take into
account the price of electricity during the hours of generation. In other
words, due to electricity price becoming correlated with wind speed
(in DK1 in this example), the marginal addition of LW-13 earns higher
revenue/MWh than a marginal addition of a conventional turbine, since
it produces electricity during low wind hours when other turbines are
not generating electricity and electricity prices are therefore higher
on average. Furthermore, LW technology increases average electricity
price by reducing the amount of near-zero electricity price hours, which
alleviates the ‘‘self-cannibalization’’ effect and could allow all wind
farms to earn more revenue. At the bottom of Table 8, a comparison is
made between the LW-13 and the LW-25, which shows that although
the LW-13 has a lower CF than the LW-25, being 4% lower in DE4-S,
8% lower in DK1, it only generates 2% lower revenues in each location.
This is an indication that extending the cut-out WS from 13 m/s to
25 m/s may be worth less than the additional 5% CapEx that price point
analysis pointed to earlier in this section, at least from the perspective
of a wind farm owner.

6. Discussion

There are a number of key findings in this paper. The price points at
which the LW-13 and LW-25 become competitive have been identified,
as well as the possible impact that disallowing future transmission
expansion has on LW investment. Furthermore, the impacts that the
introduction of the LW technology could have on the system have
been shown. Lastly, the impact LW technology has on electricity price
has been investigated, and the potential wind farm revenue from each
turbine technology has been calculated and analysed. To investigate the
competitiveness of the LW-13 turbine, the discussion has been broken
down into three different analyses: a technical analysis, an economic
analysis, and a power system analysis.
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6.1. Technical analysis

Two LW turbines were compared in this paper, one with a cut-off
speed of 13 m/s (LW-13), and one where the cut-off speed of the turbine
was expanded to 25 m/s (LW-25). While this paper finds that extending
the cut-off WS leads to more investment in the LW turbine, particularly
in RG A areas (the windiest areas of each region), the clear conclusion
here is that low cut-out WS is ideal, particularly in energy systems with
high wind penetration or low wind speeds.

The reason for this conclusion is that electricity price becomes
negatively correlated with WS in energy systems with high wind pen-
etration, which can be seen both in the energy model results and in
the literature [4,13,15]. This correlation can also be seen in Denmark
today, which can be seen in the next section in Fig. 17. This means
during hours of high winds, electricity prices are usually low, and thus
the revenue earned by wind farms during these hours are low. This
finding can best be seen in at the bottom of Table 8, where the LW-
13 can be compared to the LW-25 in the year 2045. In DK1 (Western
Denmark), even though the LW-13 has lower CF than the LW-25 (60%
vs 68%), it would only earn 2.96% less revenue/MW due to the very
low electricity prices when wind speeds are higher than 13 m/s and
higher electricity prices during low wind speeds. The upshot here is
extending the cut-off WS from 13 m/s to 25 m/s only leads to a ∼3%
increase in annual revenue/MW in Denmark, where by 2045 wind
accounts for 80% of electricity generation. Meanwhile, extending the
cut-out WS to 25 m/s would likely increase blade mass by up to 33%
based on the analysis in Section 2.1. Moreover the LW-25 would also
contribute to overgeneration during high wind hours, which could lead
to additional transmission constraints.

The same conclusion can be made for low WS areas, where extend-
ing the cut-out WS from 13 m/s to 25 m/s only lead to an increase in
revenue/MW of 2.25% in Southern Germany, because there are simply
very few hours of wind speeds above 13 m/s. In other words, extending
the cut-out WS lead to a marginal increase in CF (44% vs 43%), which
lead to a marginal increase in revenue/MW. The only regions where the
LW-25 would likely outperform the LW-13 (in revenue terms) enough
to justify an increase in cut-out WS would be in medium and high
wind locations that have low wind penetration; however one also has to
consider that in these regions, the LCOE of more convectional onshore
turbines is much lower than LW-13/LW-25 LCOE as there are more high
wind hours and less low wind hours. An LCOE comparison can be found
in Appendix A, Figure A.5.

6.2. Economic analysis

The main finding here is that this LW technology could be com-
petitive with conventional turbines in low wind areas. Even in the
scenarios where the LW-13 investment cost was 2.48 Me/MW in
2025 (+45% scenarios), the energy system model invests heavily in
LW-13. Starting at this price point, by 2045 the LW-13 sees 33 GW
of investment in the BASE scenario and 105 GW of investment in
the NoTrans scenario (where endogenous transmission investment is
disallowed). This increase in investment in the NoTrans scenario shows
that LW technology has a much higher value in less flexible energy
systems. Furthermore, there was earlier investment in LW technology
in the NoTrans scenarios, already seeing 15 GW of investment in 2025
compared to 4 GW in the BASE scenario (at the +39% price point),
which can be seen in Fig. 12.

These findings also show that LW technology has value beyond its
LCOE, as in the +45% price scenarios, there is not one region in the

odel where the LW-13 has the lowest onshore wind LCOE, yet it sees
ignificant investment in lower wind regions (LCOE for each turbine in
ach region can be seen in Figure A.5 in Appendix A).

While the energy model invests in LW technology in lower wind
reas, an analysis on potential revenue has also been conducted that
ndicates that areas with high wind penetration (such as Denmark)
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could also benefit from LW technology. When observing the results in
2045, one finding is that electricity price becomes negatively correlated
with WS in areas with high wind penetration (e.g. Western Denmark),
meaning that as WS increases, electricity price generally decreases. This
finding can be seen in Table 7, where in 2045 the correlation between
WS and electricity price in DK1 is found to be −0.35 in the BASE
scenario and −0.47 in the NoTrans scenario. Using the hourly electricity
prices for 2045, the revenue for each turbine was also calculated, shown
in Table 8. The main finding here is that the LW-13 generates more
revenue/MWh than conventional turbines, especially in areas with high
wind penetration. This is due to there being higher electricity prices
during lower wind hours and lower electricity prices during high wind
hours, which can be seen in Fig. 15.

Since simple LCOE calculations are based off of CapEx, OpEx, and
CF (and ignore the price at which electricity is sold at), this analysis
indicates that using LCOE to gauge whether this LW-13 makes financial
sense is a mistake. For example, in DK1, when comparing the LW-13
to the SP335-HH100 (a typical turbine installed Denmark today [35]),
the LW-13 has a CF that is 40% higher than the SP335-HH100, which
would indicate that it should generate 40% more revenue. This is not
the case however, at least not in 2045, as a marginal addition of the
LW-13 would instead generate 101% more revenue than the SP335-
HH100 (based on Table 8). This clearly shows that we need to find a
new way to compare non-dispatchable generation to take into not only
lifetime cost and generation, but also value to the system and price at
which electricity is sold at.

Research from Mills et al. has also found that low specific power,
higher hub height turbines could have around a 0.7 $/MWh savings
to wind farm owners though lower spur line and interconnections
costs/MWh (due to higher capacity factor) and better financing terms
(due to lower variable AEP) [14]. This finding, combined with the
potentially higher revenues found in this paper, makes a compelling
case for the LW technology described in this paper.

6.3. Power system analysis

Another finding in this paper is that the introduction of LW tech-
nology into the Northern European energy system leads to decreases
in transmission investment, solar PV investment, and offshore wind
investment (shown in Figs. 9 and 10). This occurs due to the LW-
13 having higher capacity factor than other onshore turbines, thereby
producing more electricity from the limited onshore wind capacity
potential in the model. The more electricity generated from onshore
turbines, the less electricity is needed from offshore turbines and PV
generation. The higher capacity factor also leads to more consistent
electricity production during hours of low and medium wind speeds
and less overproduction during hours of high wind speeds, which leads
to a reduction in transmission investment.

This LW technology is also found to impact electricity prices, caus-
ing fewer hours of near-zero prices. This occurs due to the LW-13
shutting off when wind speeds are high, causing less overproduc-
tion during times of higher wind speeds and leading to less hours of
overproduction and therefore less hours of near-zero electricity prices.

Investment in LW technology can be seen the most in regions
with the lowest wind speeds and/or the most transmission constraints,
namely Germany, Poland, and Lithuania. This is because in low wind
areas, the LCOE of the LW-13 is only slightly higher than conventional
turbines, but generates significantly higher CF, which adds value to the
system as it reduces the need for flexibility during lower wind hours,
leading to significant investment in these areas. Thus, based on the
energy model results, there is a argument to be made for installing
LW technology in low-wind areas, as it reduced the overall cost of the
system even though in LCOE terms it was a more expensive option than
the most competitive conventional turbine.
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Table 9
Cumulative LW-13 investment in each scenario, by 2045.

Price point 2025 CapEx BASE NoTrans
(–) (Me/MW) (GW) (GW)

+28% 2.19 286 288
+34% 2.29 220 219
+39% 2.38 134 176
+45% 2.48 33 105
+50% 2.57 0 30

6.4. Areas for improvement

There are of course many aspects that could be improved in this
study. For instance, only two LW turbines were analysed, the LW-13
and LW-25. What could improve the analysis is to include more LW
turbines with various cut-out WS to see which cut-out WS is the most
optimal. Along the same lines, more grid scenarios could be added to
further analyse how different aspects of the energy system impact LW
investment, such as energy storage, district heating investment, and the
removal of sector coupling. Similarly, analysing more LW CapEx prices
could be added to the analysis, especially in combination with more
grid scenarios as it could be that there could be investment at costs
that are higher than the +50% scenarios analysed in this paper (since
there was investment at the +50% price point in the NoTrans scenario).

One aspect that was neglected was looking into wind farm topology.
In this paper, each wind technology is built such that each wind
technology had a topology that led to having 51 MW/km2. This meant
that the larger rotor turbines, namely the LW turbines, were spaced
closer together than they would be normally. Thus, one area to look
into in the future would be how the results would change if turbines
were placed further apart or even closer together (i.e. run the same
model with MW/km2 varying from 40 to 60). The trade-off between
increasing MW or CF would an interesting and novel analysis.

Lastly, a deep dive into how much the LW-13 turbine would actually
cost could add value to this research, as the price sensitivity could be
done at higher resolutions around the calculated CapEx. Using WISDEM
and the DEA technology catalogue, the LW-13 is found to have a CapEx
of 2.48 Me/MW in 2025 (resulting is the CapEx used in the +45%
scenario), using the same scaling factor used for the other turbines
(1.296). However, a more detailed study would need to be conducted,
as the WISDEM result is likely too high since it was made to calculate
the CapEx of conventional turbines, assuming conventional loads which
are much higher than the LW-13 is calculated to have in [6].

7. Conclusions

This paper has investigated the competitiveness of the LW-13 on-
shore wind turbine (described in [6]), which has a specific power
of 100 W/m2 and a cut-out WS of 13 m/s. The purpose of this tur-
bine is twofold, to generate high FLH in low wind regions (which
is achieved by having a specific power of 100 W/m2) and to not
contribute to overgeneration during high wind hours in regions with
high wind penetration (which is achieved through the 13 m/s cut-out
WS). Furthermore, this low cut-out wind speed could allow turbine
manufactures to build thinner, lighter blades, which would reduce the
CapEx of the turbine. The main takeaway from this work is that the LW-
13 turbine has the potential to be competitive in both low wind areas
(based on the energy system optimization results) and areas with high
wind penetration (based on the hourly revenue analysis). Regions with
medium to high wind speeds and low wind penetration are suboptimal
for LW-13 investment as there is a higher likelihood of wind speeds
above 13 m/s and no improvement in revenue/MWh to be had.
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7.1. Key findings

From a system optimization standpoint, when modelled in direct
competition with six conventional turbines, the LW turbine sees 33 GW
of investment at a +45% price point by 2045, primarily in low wind
regions of the model. The results at each price point are summarized
in Table 9. Furthermore, when endogenous transmission investment is
disallowed (where the transmission system remains unchanged from
today), the LW-13 sees 30 GW of investment at a +50% price point
by 2045, once again in low wind regions of the model.

However, there is also an argument to be made for LW-13 invest-
ment from the standpoint of wind farm owners, at least in regions
with high wind penetration (such as Denmark), as the LW-13 could re-
ceive more revenue/MWh than conventional turbines since it generates
electricity during times that conventional turbines do not. Compared
to turbines that were installed in Denmark in 2018, with a mean
specific power of 330 W/m2 [35] (similar to the SP335-HH100 turbine
in this paper), the LW-13 has the potential to receive double the
revenue/MW in 2045 in Denmark. This example is relevant because
wind penetration levels in Denmark exceeded 80% by 2045 in this
study, where electricity price was negatively correlated with WS.

The energy system optimization results also showed that large
amounts of LW-13 investment led to decreases in interregional trans-
mission, since it both generates more electricity during periods of low
wind (reducing the number of hours of high net load) and cutting
production during periods of high wind speeds (leading to less over-
production). Combined, these factors lead to a reduction of endogenous
transmission investment by up to 15% (measured in TWkm). The
introduction of the LW-13 also decreased the number of hours with
near-zero electricity price, as it led to less hours of overgeneration.

Lastly, the reduction in cut-out WS from a more traditional 25 m/s
to 13 m/s appears to reduce revenue/MW in 2045 by 2.2% in low
wind regions (due to having few hours of high wind speeds) and 3%
in regions with high wind penetration (as electricity prices fall to near-
zero during high wind hours). This reduction in cut-out WS could also
reduce the cost of the turbine significantly since it could reduce blade
mass by up to 33%. If this is indeed the case, there is a case to be made
that reducing the cut-out WS of turbines being installed in regions with
high wind penetration is optimal from both a grid balancing perspective
and a wind farm owner’s perspective (assuming lighter blades lead to
cheaper turbines).

7.2. Current & future trends

While much of this paper analysed Northern and Central Europe’s
energy system in 2045, the problems that the LW-13 addresses (namely
reducing the self-cannibalization effect and overgeneration during high
wind hours) already exist today. By looking at historical data from
Nordpool it can be shown that in 2019, electricity price in DK1 has
a negative correlation with wind farm capacity factor of -.398 [38],
which can be seen visually in Fig. 17. While Denmark is a unique
case today, as it currently has nearly 50% wind penetration [39], other
Northern European countries will likely reach this point in the future
as well if they are to transition to a carbon neutral energy system by
2050.

Likewise, major transmission congestion is occurring today between
Denmark and Germany, where in 2020 Germany’s TSO Tennet paid
danish wind farms to curtail 1.46 TWh of electricity production, which
is 4.3% of Denmark’s annual electricity consumption [39].

Both wind penetration and transmission congestion are likely to
increase in the future as the Northern and Central European energy
system continues to decarbonize. This means the need for technologies
like the LW-13 are likely to increase as time goes on, especially in areas
13

with high wind penetration.
Fig. 17. Electricity price vs wind farm CF in DK1 in 2019 [38].
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